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Fantini & Gorga has just released its first quarter 2008 Lender
Survey(www.fantinigorga.com/publications/lendersurvey). What's the news? Overall, markets
remained in turmoil during the fourth quarter of 2007, with rising spreads and uncertainty about the
future.
Fixed-rate spreads the difference between mortgage rates and treasuries with the same maturity -
continued to increase over the fourth quarter. But treasury rates dropped, so that actual mortgage
rates rose only modestly, remaining mostly in the 5.80%-6.25% range. 
* Spreads on full-leverage loans increased 60-70 bps for office, industrial, and retail; only 35 bps on
apartments, still considered the lowest-risk asset class; and 40-50 bps on hotels and self-storage,
where spreads had already adjusted upward in the previous quarter. 
* The spread increase was slightly less on low LTV loans: 50-60 bps across the board, 35 bps for
apartments. The spread difference between full-leverage loans and low LTV loans offered by life
companies is only 20-30 bps. In the current risk-averse lending market, we would expect the
difference to be greater, but lenders are seeking a minimum spread on any mortgage.   
* Conduit pricing is still in flux, but tends to be 40-50 bps higher than rates offered by life companies
on full loans, and 50-60 bps higher for low-leverage transactions. The conduits remain relatively
uncompetitive, except against banks. 
The competitive landscape continues to favor life companies and banks.
* Life companies continue to use their pricing advantage over conduits to cherry-pick the deals they
want.
* Conduits remain uncertain about whether, or at what price, their loans can be securitized. While
trying to stay "open for business," most are not seeking new loans aggressively. 
* Banks can compete successfully against conduits now, but many banks are not seeking fixed-rate
business.
Spreads on LIBOR-based loans increased. For construction and bridge loans, spreads widened
about 25 bps again this quarter. For more on these loans, see the Fantini & Gorga Pocket Guide
(www.fantinigorga.com/publications/pocketguide ) 
Funding availability has been adequate so far, but the future is uncertain.     
* The conduits are expected to have little appetite for new loans during the 1st quarter of 2008. In
our survey, some of the conduit lenders reported a high funding availability, but that is not the
current reality. 
* Most life companies ran out of their 2007 funding allocations in the 4th quarter. It is still unclear
whether they will increase funding in 2008 to pick up some of the slack from the conduits.
Stay tuned for more changes when the next survey comes out in the second quarter of 2008!      
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